
ANGELUS: THE NEED TO PRAY 
INSISTENTLY 

 

Vatican City, 20 October 2013 (VIS) – At midday the Pope appeared at the 
window of his study to recite the Angelus with the faithful gathered in St. Peter's 
Square and, before the Marian prayer, he commented on today's Gospel reading 
in which Jesus tells a parable on the need to pray, always and incessantly. “The 
protagonist is a widow who, by pleading with a dishonest judge, manages to 
obtain justice from him. And Jesus concludes: if the widow manages to 
convince that judge, do you think that God does not listen to us, if we pray to 
Him insistently? The expression Jesus uses is very powerful: 'And will not God 
bring about Justice for his chosen ones, who cry out to him day and night?'” 

"This description of prayer is striking to us. But let us ask: why does God want 
this? Does He not already know our needs? What's the point of 'insisting' with 
God?” observed the Pope. 

This question allows us to explore in depth an important aspect of faith: “God 
invites us to pray with insistence not because He does not know what we need, 
or does not listen to us. On the contrary, He always hears and knows everything 
about us, with love. In our daily journey, especially in difficulties in the fight 
against the evil inside and outside us, the Lord is on our side, we fight with Him 
by our side, and our weapon is prayer, which makes us aware of His Presence, 
His Mercy, and also His Help. But the fight against evil is hard and long, it 
requires patience and endurance. … It is a daily battle, but God is our ally, faith 
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in Him is our strength, and prayer is the expression of this faith. Therefore, Jesus 
assures us of Victory, but asks: 'when the Son of Man comes, will he find faith 
on earth?'. If faith is dimmed, prayer is dimmed, and we walk in darkness; we 
lose our way in our journey through life." 

"And so we learn from the widow of the Gospel to pray always and tirelessly. 
The widow was good! She knew how to fight for her children! And I think of 
many women who fight for their families, who pray, who never tire. I would like 
us to spare a thought today, all of us, for these women, whose attitude gives us 
a true witness of faith, of courage, a model of prayer. … Always pray! But not to 
convince the Lord with words ! He knows what we need better than us! Rather, 
perseverance in prayer is an expression of faith in a God who calls us to fight 
with him, every day, every moment, to overcome evil with Good.” 
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Insistence in Praying for the Kingdom of the Divine Will to Reign on Earth 

Volume 19  

 September 13, 1926 

After doing my usual round in the Supreme Volition, I was praying to Good Jesus 
in the name of His Creation and Redemption, in the name of all, from the first to 
the last man, in the name of the Sovereign Queen and of everything She did and 
suffered, that the Supreme Fiat may be known, so that Its Kingdom may be 
established with Its Full Triumph and Dominion.  But while doing this, I thought 
to myself:  ‘If Jesus Himself Wants and Loves so much that His Kingdom be 
Established in the midst of creatures, why does He want one to pray for It 
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with such insistence?  If He wants It, He can give It without so many continuous 
acts.’  And my sweet Jesus, moving in my interior, told me:  “My daughter (Luisa), 
My Supreme Being Possesses the Perfect Balance, and also in Giving My Graces 
and My Gifts to creatures; much more so, then, for this Kingdom of the Supreme 
Fiat, which is the Greatest Gift, that I had already Given at the Beginning of 
Creation, and which man rejected with so much ingratitude.  Does it seem trivial 
to you to place a Divine Will at his disposal, with all the Goods It Contains?  And 
not for one hour, or one day, but for his whole life?  The Creator Placing His 
adorable Will in the creature to be able to put His Likeness, His Beauty, His 
Infinite Seas of Riches, of Joys, of Endless Happiness, in Common?  Only by 
Possessing Our Will could the creature Acquire the Rights of Communion, of 
Likeness and of all the Goods of his Creator.  Without It there can be no 
Communion with Us; and if he takes anything at all, it is just Our Flowerings and 
the Crumbs of Our Endless Goods. 

Now, with a Gift so Great, a Happiness so Immense, a Right of Divine Likeness 
with the Acquisition of the Nobility of Our Offspring which had been rejected, do 
you think it is something easy that the Divine Sovereignty, without being 
prayed, with no one giving a thought to receiving this Kingdom of the 
Supreme Fiat, would give It to creatures?  It would be like repeating the story 
that took place in the terrestrial Eden, and maybe even worse.  And besides, Our 
Justice would be justly opposed to this.  Therefore, everything I (Jesus) have 
you (Luisa) do, the Continuous Rounds in the Supreme Volition, your 
Incessant Prayers for My Divine Will to come to Reign, your Sacrificed Life of 
so many years, knowing neither heaven nor earth, directed to the Sole 
Purpose of the Coming of My Kingdom – are many props that I (Jesus) Place 
before My Justice, that It may surrender Its Rights, and Balancing Itself with 
all Our Attributes, It may find it Just for the Kingdom of the Supreme Fiat to 
be Given back to the human generations.  The same happened in Redemption; 
if Our Justice had not found the prayers, the sighs, the tears, the penances of the 
Patriarchs, of the Prophets and of all the Good of the Old Testament, and then a 
Virgin Queen who Possessed Our Will as Whole, and Who took everything to 
heart with so many Insistent Prayers, taking upon Herself the Whole Task of 
the Satisfaction for all mankind, Our Justice would never have conceded the 
descent of the longed for Redeemer into the midst of creatures.  It would have 
been inexorable and would have uttered a curt ‘no’ to My Coming upon 
earth.  And when it is about Preserving the Balance of Our Supreme Being, 
nothing can be done. 



Now, who until now has ever prayed with interest, with insistence, laying 
down the sacrifice of his own life so that the Kingdom of the Supreme Fiat 
may come upon earth, and may Triumph and Dominate?  No one.  It is true 
that the Church has been reciting the ‘Our Father’ from the time I (Jesus) came 
upon earth, in which one asks, ‘Thy Kingdom come’, so that My Divine Will be 
done on earth as It is in Heaven, but who thinks about the request they make?  It 
can be said that the whole importance of such a request remained in My Divine 
Will and that creatures recite it just to recite it, without understanding and 
without any interest in obtaining what they ask for.  Therefore, My daughter 
(Luisa), everything is hidden in secret while one lives on earth, and therefore 
everything seems a Mystery; and if anything is known it is so limited, that man 
has always something to say about all that I (Jesus) operate in My Works through 
the veils of creatures.  They reach the point of saying:  ‘And why have this Good 
and these Knowledges not been given before, while there have been so many 
great Saints?’  But in Eternity there will be no secrets, I will Reveal Everything, 
and will show all Things and My Works with Justice, and how Justice could never 
have Given, had there not been sufficient acts in the creature to be able to 
Give what the Supreme Majesty wants to Give.  It is true that everything that 
the creature does is My Grace, but My Grace Itself wants to find the Prop of the 
Dispositions and Good will of the creature (Luisa and the souls Linked to 
Luisa).  Therefore, in order to Restore the Kingdom of My Divine Will upon 
earth it takes Sufficient Acts of the creature (Luisa and the souls Linked to 
Luisa), so that My Kingdom may not remain in the air, but may descend, to 
be Formed upon the very Acts of the creature (Lusia and the souls Linked to 
Luisa) formed by her to obtain a Good so Great. 

This is why I (Jesus) push you (Luisa) so much to go around in all Our Works – 
Creation and Redemption – so that you (Luisa) may Place the Share of your acts, 
your ‘I love You’, your adoration, your gratitude, your ‘thank You’ upon all Our 
Works.  Many times I (Jesus) have done this together with you (Luisa); and then, 
as the Fulfillment, after your Round in Our Will comes your refrain, so pleasing 
to Us:  ‘Supreme Majesty, your little daughter (Luisa) comes before You, on 
Your Paternal Knees, to ask You for Your Fiat, Your Kingdom, that It be 
Known by all.  I ask You for the Triumph of Your Will, that It may Dominate 
and Reign over all.  I am not the only one who asks this of You, but with me 
are Your Works and Your very Will.  Therefore, in the name of all, I ask – I 
plead for Your Fiat.’  If you knew what a breach in Our Supreme Being is this 
refrain of yours!  We feel We are being prayed by all Our Works, beseeched by 



Our very Will; Heaven and earth pray on their knees to ask Us for the Kingdom 
of the Eternal Will.  Therefore, if you want It, continue your acts, so that, by 
reaching the established number, you may obtain what you long for with so 
much Insistence.” 

Volume 22 

 August 12, 1927 

“Poor daughter (Luisa), how you suffer.  Courage, I (Jesus) do not want you to 
reduce yourself to these extremes—you oppress yourself too much.  Yet, you 
(Luisa) should be consoled, your interior is a Continuous Speaking before the 
Divine Majesty, and a Continuous Act.  And a Speaking ever Unceasing before 
God, wanting the Kingdom of My Divine Fiat, brings with Itself the Certainty 
of Victory.  So, either you (Luisa) have won or you are about to win. 

“A Continuous Doing and Speaking Acquires the Nature of a Winning Power 
before God, and it is as if God would lose the Resisting Strength, while the 
soul Acquires the Winning Strength.  An exchange takes place:  God is 
Disarmed and the soul is Armed with Divine Weapons, but the Supreme Being is 
not given to being able to resist.  Does that asking Me continuously for the 
Kingdom of My Eternal Will seem trivial to you?  Going around through the 
whole Creation, and, over and over again, in all the Acts I did in Redemption, as 
well as in the Seas of the Acts of Love and of Sorrow of the Sovereign Queen of 
Heaven, to ask for My Kingdom? 

“You (Lusia) seek nothing for yourself, and you go Round and Round, asking 
over and over again that My Divine Will be Known, and that It Dominate and 
Reign.  Not a shadow of what is human enters into this, nor any personal 
interest; it is the Holiest and Most Divine Prayer and Act; it is Prayer of 
Heaven, not of the earth, and therefore the Purest, the Most Beautiful, the 
Invincible One, that Encloses only the Interest of the Divine Glory.   

“Until now no one has Prayed Me with such Insistence.  My Mama did pray 
Me with such Insistence for the Sake of Redemption, and She was Victorious; 
but for the Kingdom of My Will—no one until now with such Insistence as to 
Conquer a God.  Therefore, your Insistence says much; the very Uproaring of 
all Nature says much.  In these times, all the Elements, Uproaring, are Bearers 
of Goods, and this is necessary to Reorder My Kingdom.  It is the Greatest Thing, 



and it takes the Uproaring in order to Purify the earth.  Therefore, I (Jesus) do 
not want you (Lusia) to oppress yourself too much, but rather—keep on with 
your Continuous Flight, with your Insistence, so as to Acquire the Complete 
Strength to Win the Kingdom of the Supreme Fiat.” 

So I continued praying, and I felt a hand being placed on my head, and from this 
hand three little fountains came out; one of them emitted water, another fire, 
and the other one blood, that inundated the earth—and people, cities and 
kingdoms were swept away.  It was horrifying to see the evils that will come, 
and I prayed my beloved Jesus to Placate Himself, asking Him for some 
sufferings so that the peoples might be spared.   

Volume 23  

 January 22, 1928 

I was doing my Round in the Divine Fiat, and I wanted to overwhelm 
everything—Heaven and earth—so that all might have one single Will, one 
single voice, one single heartbeat.  I wanted to animate everyone with my 
voice, so that all might say together with me:  “We want the Kingdom of Your 
Will.”   

And in order to obtain this, I wanted to be sea, to make the waters speak; 
sun, to give my voice to the light; heavens, to animate the stars and make 
everyone say:  “Your Kingdom come—Your Fiat be known.”  I wanted to 
penetrate into the Celestial Regions to make all Angels and Saints, and the 
very Celestial Mama, say:  “Adorable Trinity, hurry, delay no more; we pray 
You, we press You, that Your Will descend upon earth, make Itself known, 
and Reign on it as It does in Heaven.”   

Now, while I was doing this and other things, such that I would be too long in 
saying them on paper, I thought to myself:  “And why so many Insistences and 
cares of mine, such that it seems I can do nothing if I do not ask for His Fiat 
Dominating upon earth?”   

And blessed Jesus, moving in my interior, told me:  “My daughter (Luisa), if you 
knew Who It is that pushes you, that makes you insist so much, that would 
want to move everything in you to call the Life—the Kingdom of My Divine 
Will upon earth, you would be amazed.”   



And I:  “Tell me, my Love, who is it?” 

And He, all tenderness, added:  “Do you want to know?  It is My Divine Will Itself 
that pushes you to this, because It wants to make Itself Known, It wants to Reign, 
but It wants the Insistence of Its little daughter r(Lusia) who, pressing It in 
every way and moving Everything, would call It with everyone, with the most 
Powerful Means, to come upon earth.  Your Insistences are the Sign and the 
Image of Its Yearnings and of Its Infinite Cares and Insistences for It wants 
to Give Itself to creatures; and just as you (Luisa) want to move everything, so 
would It want to Move Everything—the sea, the sun, the heavens, the wind, the 
earth—so that all might Move the creatures to Recognize It, to Receive It, to Love 
It. 

“And as soon as It sees Itself Desired, It will tear the veils of all created things, 
and, like Queen and Mother longing for Her children, It will come out of their 
bosoms, in which It was hidden, and Revealing Itself, It will Embrace Its 
children and will Reign in their midst, Giving them Goods, Peace, Sanctity 
and Happiness.” 

Volume 24  

 May 30, 1928 

“My daughter (Luisa), there is no Homage more Beautiful and Worthy of Our 
Adorable Majesty than offering to Us Our Own Works.  As you (Lusia) go 
around in the Creation, you gather Our Divine Army to send it to Us as Our 
Glory and as the Fierce Army that asks with Insistence and Violence for the 
Kingdom of the Divine Will.  Therefore, as you (Luisa) go around, you (Luisa) 
Place the Divine Fiat, as Noble and Divine Flag, in front of each created thing, and 
with their tacit speaking they ask with Divine Strength for the Kingdom of My 
Will upon earth. 

“Oh! how beautiful it is to see the whole Creation Bannered all over with the 
Divine Fiat.  From the smallest to the greatest thing, they all Possess the Flag of 
the Fiat placed by My little daughter (Luisa).  They really look like a Formidable 
Army; and waving their Noble Flag with Authority, they ask with Repeated 
Petitions for what they Possess—that is, the Kingdom of My Divine Will upon 
earth.” 



…“If you (Luisa) knew what you are asking Me for!  Heaven and earth are 
astonished, and all are watching the Braveness of your Request and My 
Goodness, all Paternal, that longs for you (Luisa) and smiles at you with 
totally Excessive Love, to Give you (Luisa) more Confidence in asking for It 
with more Braveness.  In fact, My daughter (Luisa), since it is so Great a 
Kingdom that I must Give, I want an entire people to ask Me for It, and the first 
people is the whole Creation; and by going around in the midst of It, you (Luisa) 
Move all to ask for the Coming of the Kingdom of My Divine Will upon earth. 

“The second people are all My Works and those of My Celestial Mama that were 
done on earth.  These peoples are Divine and Interminable peoples.  Then there 
is the people of the low earth, that is formed of those who Recite the ‘Our Father,’ 
and of the few who, in some way, Know My Divine Will and ask that It Come to 
Reign upon earth.  And when entire peoples pray Me, having at the head of 
them her (Luisa) to whom a Mission so Great has been Entrusted, what We 
want to Give, and that We are asked for with Insistence, is Conceded more 
easily.   

Volume 34  

 April 8, 1937 

“My blessed daughter (Luisa), Courage.  Courage knocks down the strongest 
fortresses, it Conquers the most trained armies, it weakens Our Power.  Rather, 
if she (Luisa) appropriates it, and Courageous she (Luisa) conquers what she 
wants, then We, seeing that she does not have the least doubt of obtaining what 
she wants, because doubt diminishes Courage, We Give even more than what 
she wants.  My daughter (Luisa), Courage, Trust, Insistence without ever 
stopping, Love, in Our Will they are the Weapons that Wound Us, that 
Weakening Us, We let her take what she wants.   

…“Now, you must know that the Generations being as one family, that everyone 
has the Right to the Inheritance of the Father.  And as members who Form One 
Single Body, and of which I AM the Head, when one member does a Good, he 
obtains it and Possesses it, the other members Acquire the Right of doing and of 
Possessing that Good.  Now, you (Luisa) have not yet enclosed all those 
Generations that must Possess My Will as Life, therefore the Chain of your Acts, 
your Insistence, your Sufferings, are still needed in order to drink other sips 



so as to Form the Space in order to give the Right that wanting, they can 
possess My Kingdom.   

 


